The increasing complexity of the aperture geometry of the future space-and ground based-telescopes will limit the performance of the next generation of coronagraphic instruments for high contrast imaging of exoplanets. We propose here a new closed-loop optimization technique using two deformable mirrors to correct for the effects of complex apertures on coronagraph performance, alternative to the ACAD technique previously developed by our group. This technique, ACAD-OSM, allows the use of any coronagraphs designed for continuous apertures, with complex, segmented, apertures, maintaining high performance in contrast and throughput. We show the capabilities of this technique on several pupil geometries (segmented LUVOIR type aperture, WFIRST, ELTs) for which we obtained high contrast levels with several deformable mirror setups (size, number of actuators, separation between them), coronagraphs (apodized pupil Lyot and vortex coronagraphs) and spectral bandwidths, which will help us present recommendations for future coronagraphic instruments. We show that this active technique handles, without any revision to the algorithm, changing or unknown optical aberrations or discontinuities in the pupil, including optical design misalignments, missing segments and phase errors.
INTRODUCTION
The next generation of exoplanet imagers on the ground with Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) [1] [2] [3] [4] and in space with WFIRST 5 will seek 10 −9 contrasts to find older Jupiter-like planets. Further along, only envisioned space telescopes such as LUVOIR 6 or HabEx 7 will aim for the 10 −10 contrast required to detect Earth like planets around nearby stars and investigate the presence of bio-markers on their surface.
As the telescope primary mirror becomes larger, the complexity of the aperture geometry increases. First, the central obscuration can reach up to 36% of the pupil diameter as in the case of WFIRST. Second, the support structure becomes thicker as the the telescope secondary mirror becomes larger, blocking more light and producing stronger diffractive effects in the star Point Spread Function (PSF). Finally, the segmentation of the aperture, already present on the Keck Observatory, will increase with up to hundreds of segments for the ELTs. Following JWST with 18 primary mirror segments, the segmentation trend is likely to increase in space. These complex apertures will have a strong impact on the coronagraph performance.
In this proceeding, we introduce a new active technique to correct for aperture discontinuities, the Active Compensation of Aperture Discontinuties-Optimized Stroke Minimization (ACAD-OSM). In Section 2, we recall 8 and present our new adaptive interaction matrix algorithm for the active correction of aperture discontinuities using two DMs. We then show the advantage of this technique over fixed apodization to correct for evolution and unknowns in the system (segment failure, phase aberrations and misalignments). Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the optical design used in this proceeding. Before reaching the first DM, light from a target star is reflected by the primary mirror onto the secondary mirror of the telescope. The resulting pattern, showing all the light blocked both by the primary (segmentation) and by the secondary mirror (central obscuration) and its structures, at the entrance of the instrument is called the telescope aperture. We consider a circular aperture with a diameter D ap , although this geometry is not a requirement for the technique described here. We also assume null phase and amplitude aberrations and only focus on the problem of correcting for discontinuities of the aperture, except in Section 5.
THE ACAD TECHNIQUE: INITIAL GOALS AND EVOLUTION

Description of two DM aperture correcting technique goals
The beam is then reflected on the first DM that is located in a pupil plane. The two DMs are assumed to be square with the same size D × D, and the same number of actuators N act × N act . We also assume that the DM is larger than the aperture: (1 + α)D ap = D with α = 10%. We will often write the size D in the form N act * IAP, where IAP is the DM inter-actuator pitch. The beam is propagated over a distance z to the second DM that is found outside of the pupil plane. To avoid beam walks outside the second DM at large separations, in this proceeding, we assume that the region outside the second DM is reflective but not actuated. After both reflections, we re-image a pupil plane in which the coronagraph entrance pupil takes place with an apodizer. Downstream this part, we have a coronagraph design with a focal plane mask (FPM), a Lyot stop (LS) in the relayed pupil plane, and finally a detector in the final image plane.
In this proceedings, the two coronagraph designs are optimized to correct for the effects of the pupil with central obscuration and the active correction is only used to address the other aperture discontinuities (segmentation and secondary struts). The first design is the PAVC 9 using a vortex FPM and an apodization. We simulate the vortex coronagraph using the the numerical technique described in. 10 As a second design, we will use the APLC 11-13 using an opaque FPM. This concept is therefore not able to reach small separations but it is very robust to small jitter residuals and resolved stars. The apodization have been optimized to maximize the throughput, while providing a 10 −10 contrast over a 10% BW. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the coronagraphs optimized for central obscuration used in this proceeding. In the following, λ 0 and ∆λ are the central wavelength and width of the considered spectral BW. The central wavelength λ 0 is set at 550 nm.
The ray optic solution (ACAD-ROS)
In previous papers, 8, 10, 14, 15 the ACAD method was described as a two step method: (i) an semi-analytic ray optic solution (hereafter ACAD-ROS) for the DM shapes obtained by solving the Monge-Ampère equation, (ii) a SM algorithm 16 to minimize the strokes applied to the DM actuators to achieve a given contrast in the DH. However, this technique has several important limitations. First, as showed in Section 2.5, this method gives limited results in contrast in challenging cases such as a large BW (∆λ/λ 0 > 10 %) or large struts.
8, 15
Secondly, the DM strokes introduced in the ACAD-ROS step are proportional to the Fresnel number D 2 /λz and range from a few hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers. Using the HiCAT setup, we previously showed that the required ACAD-ROS solution strokes could barely be applied on Boston Micromachines (BMC * ) DMs. 15 More importantly, these very large DM actuator strokes from ACAD-ROS tend to scatter the light of the off-axis PSF, leading to an important effect on the throughput of a companion at large separation. Such a scattering of the PSF at large separation due to high strokes on the mirrors is one of the main limitations of static mirror apodization. 17 Finally, because ACAD-ROS flatten semi-analytically the wavefront in the pupil plane, one practical disadvantage of this technique is that the solution cannot be applied to the DMs by only using a focal plane wavefront sensing technique.
Original SM algorithm
The SM algorithm 16 is a correction technique for high-contrast imaging that can be used with single or several DM designs. It first uses a technique of estimation of the speckle complex electrical field in focal plane to build an interaction matrix. This matrix links DM movements to their effect in the speckle complex electrical field estimation. For the detailed construction of an interaction matrix, see. 18 This matrix is then used to find the relevant DM shape(s) to correct for any speckle field due to phase and amplitude errors and produce a DH in the focal plane of a coronagraph. Like most correction algorithms, this method relies on an assumption of small aberrations relative to λ to ensure linearity. This linear algorithm does not minimize the contrast but the strokes introduced on a DM to reach a target contrast C target . To find a local minimum in contrast with a small amount of strokes, we lower the target focal plane contrast at each iteration k by the gain γ of the algorithm :
The performance for this aperture with ACAD-ROS + SM are shown in Fig. 2 .The initial state of the PSF after this aperture (with flat DM shapes) is shown in Fig. 2 (left) top right panel. First, the two DM shapes are analytically retrieved using ACAD-ROS method (Fig. 2 , right, top panels). These DM shapes with 5 µm peakto-valley strokes are remapping the electrical field to average the effect of the struts inside the DH (Fig. 2 , left, bottom left panel). Finally, we apply the SM algorithm to create DM adjustments of a few tens of nanometers ( Fig. 2 , right bottom panels) on top of the ACAD-ROS shapes and generate the a 3-10 λ 0 /D ap DH in the focal plane image, see Fig. 2 , left, bottom right panel. * http://www.bostonmicromachines.com/deformable-mirrors.html We introduce a new active technique for the correction of aperture discontinuities: ACAD-OSM. This technique, as most correcting technique for small phase and amplitude aberrations, require a focal plane wavefront sensing technique. Several wavefront sensing techniques have been developed over the past two decade, either using small hardware modifications 19, 20 or by introducing known phase patterns in the pupil with the DMs 21-24 to measure these errors. Most of these techniques have been tested experimentally in the presence of clear, circular apertures.
The new adaptive interaction matrix method: ACAD-OSM algorithm
25, 26
We assume here a perfect sensing method to estimate the complex electrical field in focal plane.
The SM algorithm shows good performance for the correction of small phase errors but it diverges quickly for the correction of aperture discontinuities. This behavior was expected since the required strokes for the correction of aperture discontinuities are too large to assume a linear relation between the DM movements and their effects in the focal plane. Indeed, aperture discontinuity usually requires correction with larger strokes than the phase and amplitude errors.
To avoid this problem, we build an optimized stroke minimization algorithm, shown in the form of a block diagram in Fig 3. We use a variable SM loop gain γ (as define in Eq 1). For the first iterations in the linear range of the initial DM shapes, we set the gain high enough γ = γ 1 to converge faster. When the algorithm starts to diverge or oscillate, the DM shapes derived from the linear SM algorithm do not improve the DH contrast anymore. Consequently, after N 1 iterations without improvement, we decrease the SM gain in an attempt to dig the DH forward: γ = γ 2 . Secondly, if the contrast still does not improve with the new gain after N 2 iterations, we consider that the limit of the linearity range allowed by the initial DM shapes has been reached.
We then recenter this range around the final DM shapes from the previous step. These shapes are set as the new reference level to build a new interaction matrix. We repeat this operation N mat times. With every matrix re-computation, the contrast improvement tends to decrease, implying that the limitation of the convergence is not anymore the linearity range but the proximity of a local minimum. We typically stop after the eighth matrix (N mat = 8), since in most cases the additional contrast improvement is less than a factor of 2. We use N 1 = 10, N 2 = 20, γ 1 = 5% and γ 2 = 2% in this article. In Fig 4, we show the result of ACAD-OSM with a Charge 6 PAVC with the WFIRST aperture, with M mat = 8 consecutive interaction matrices.
Comparison between the two algorithms
In this proceeding, we define the contrast as the amount of star light at a given point of the focal plane normalized to the intensity peak of the on-axis PSF in the final focal plane and in the absence of the coronagraph FPM. The throughput is defined as follow: for an off-axis source at a given separation from the star, this value represents the ratio of the energy reaches the off-axis PSF core in the final image plane (inside a photometric aperture of 0.7 λ 0 /D ap radius centered around the expected position of the PSF) to the energy in the on-axis PSF core (inside the same photometric aperture) when the 2 DM and the coronagraph systems are removed. The initial DH contrast level with initial flat DM shapes and after ACAD-ROS is 10 −4.14 and 10 −4.3 , showing an improvement of only 1.4. In the first 50 iterations, the ACAD-ROS and SM method shows better performance than the ACAD-OSM. However, the SM algorithm after ACAD-ROS diverges after 40 iterations, due to the fact that the SM enters into a non-linear regime. The final contrast with ACAD-ROS+SM method is 10 −5.33 . At about 60 iterations, the ACAD-OSM algorithm also diverges. At this moment, it switches to the low-gain mode, allowing it to continue converging for 110 more iterations after which it diverge again at about 185 iterations. At this point we assume that we reached the limit of linearity for this matrix and we buid a new matrix, with an intermediary contrast of 10 −6.35 . After running our algorithm for eight interaction matrices, the final mean contrast is 10 −9.41 .
After showing in this section that ACAD-OSM shows better results both in contrast and in throughput at large separation than the previously developed active method, we show the impact of several aperture on the performance in the next section.
IMPACT OF APERTURE DISCONTINUITIES
Here we compare the performance of this algorithm on 2 different aperture: WFIRST and an aperture currently under study for future space telescopes in the Segmented Coronagraph Design and Analysis (SCDA) program † . . We notice the difference between the results in throughput for the two apertures before any correction is applied to the DM (difference between the dashed curves, ∆T 1 = 5% at 16 λ 0 /D ap ). This difference is only related to the central obscuration size and to the method of the coronagraph apodization (PAVC here). Indeed, an increase in the central obscuration usually induces a decrease in the off-axis throughput.
Central obstruction
9, 27
Struts and segmentation
The influence of aperture discontinuities on the contrast level is mainly driven by the widths of the struts. For a given number of actuators, the SCDA aperture gives better contrast than the WFIRST aperture. For example, for the same coronagraph (PAVC) and DM setup (N act = 48, IAP = 0.3 mm, D = 48 * 0.3 mm, z = 0.3 m and we use ∆λ/λ 0 = 10% BW), we obtain a result of 10 −11.2 between 1.5 and 15 λ 0 /D ap with the SCDA aperture and a contrast of 10 −10.6 between 3 and 10 λ 0 /D ap for the WFIRST aperture (Fig. 6, right) . For the same DM setup, the correction of large struts have a more important influence on the throughput, due to the larger strokes required on the DMs that can have a severe impact on the shape of the PSF at large separations. For the SCDA aperture, the difference in throughput between the initial state (Fig. 6 , left, blue dashed line) and final state (Fig. 6 , left, blue solid line) of the ACAD-OSM correction is ∆T 2 = 3% at 16 λ 0 /D ap . For the WFIRST aperture, the difference in throughput between the initial state (Fig. 6 , left, red dashed line) and final state (Fig. 6 , left, red solid line) of the ACAD-OSM correction is ∆T 3 = 9% at 16 λ 0 /D ap .
Large struts have therefore not only an impact on the performance on contrast but also on the throughput of the correction, because of the high strokes they introduce on the DMs. The discontinuities due to the segmentation (only present in the SCDA aperture) have a less important impact on these metrics than the width of the struts. This is due to the the fact that segment discontinuities introduce less low-order spatial frequencies in the aperture, and therefore have a limited impact in the DH and can be corrected using less strokes on the DMs. However, segments in the aperture can fail, degrading the contrast in the DH. We study the correction of these segment failure in the next section.
Missing segments in the aperture
The aperture of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT, Figure 7 , top left) will be highly segmented (hundreds of mirrors). With so many segments, we can safely assume that a few of them will be inoperable or in maintenance every day. Active methods can quickly adapt to any change in the aperture geometry, compared with techniques involving static mirrors or apodization. In this section, we study the capabilities of ACAD-OSM in the presence of missing or inoperable segments.
We consider a Charge 6 PAVC with this aperture, using two 48×48 actuator DMs (N act = 48, IAP = 0.3 mm, D = 48 * 0.3 mm, z = 0.3 m), on a 10% BW and on a 3-15 λ 0 /D ap DH. The results for the E-ELT aperture are shown in Fig. 7 (left) in the absence of missing segment and in Fig 7 (right) with three missing segments. Fig. 8  (left) shows the contrast results in presence of missing segments (blue solid lines) in comparison with the nominal configuration with no missing segments (dark line). ACAD-OSM compensates for the image degradation caused by the missing segments, reaching within a factor of 3 of the nominal contrast inside the 3-15 λ 0 /D ap DH. The throughput is barely impacted by these missing segments (not shown int his proceeding).
MISALIGNEMENTS
With hundreds of pixels in each of the apodizer directions compare to only tens of actuators, static apodizations control higher spatial frequencies and achieve larger and often deeper DH than active correction algorithms. . We show also the contrast levels for the same aperture with 3 missing segments (blue solid line) and in presence of a 60 nm RMS phase error (yellow line). Right: Contrast results for the SCDA aperture with an APLC with and without mi-alignments. In black solid line is shown the results for an aligned APLC with an apodizer that is only optimized for the central obscuration in addition to a ACAD-OSM system. In yellow, the same system is used, but with a misalignment of 0.2% in diameter of the apodization, corrected by the ACAD-OSM algorithm. In red, the same system is used, but with a misalignment of 0.2% in diameter of the Lyot stop, corrected by the ACAD-OSM algorithm. The DM setup is Nact = 48, IAP = 0.3 mm, D = 48 * 0.3 mm, z = 0.3 m, and the BW is ∆λ/λ0 = 10%. However, the flexibility of an active method proves relevant to the evolution of the system with time, a situation for which static systems are not very robust. In Section 3.3, we proved that ACAD-OSM is robust to changes in the aperture. In this section, we study the impact of misalignments in the coronagraph system.
Several types of misalignment between the optics can degrade the contrast, e.g. a misalignment of the apodizer with respect to the re-imaged aperture in the entrance pupil plane. Here, we analyze the response of ACAD-OSM to a small misalignment in translation of the apodization in the system. For this test, an APLC with an apodizer optimized for a centrally obstructed pupil is used and misaligned by a 0.2% D ap with respect to the optical axis. The results in Figure 8 (right) shows in black the initial results in contrast, after ACAD-OSM, when the system is aligned. The dashed blue line shows the degradation of contrast of this ACAD-OSM correction when a small misalignment of the apodization is introduced. We try to apply the ACAD-OSM system, this time in presence of an apodization misalignment. Starting the correction from the initial state (flat DMs) with this misalignment, the results obtained (blue solid curve) are similar to the ones obtained in the aligned case. This algorithm is therefore robust to a small misalignment of the apodizer in the pupil plane. We show the effects of apodization misalignment on the DM shapes and final DH in Figure 9 (left). The misalignment only add a small asymmetry in the shapes of the DMs (in the bottom).
Finally, some apodized coronagraph designs can suffer from a misalignment of the Lyot stop with respect to the entrance pupil of the coronagraph. Two sorts of strategies have been developed for the design of the apodization. Some apodizations simply cancel out the energy from an on-axis star image inside the Lyot stop. 9, 11, 28 Their corresponding coronagraphs are not sensitive to Lyot stop misalignments and a simple undersizing of the outer radius and oversizing of the inner radius can prevent this problem. However, other apodizations coherently recombines the electric field in the Lyot plane to produce a DH in the final image plane. 13, 27, [29] [30] [31] [32] Their corresponding coronagraphs are however very sensitive to a Lyot stop misalignment which breaks the fine recombination of coherent light in the relayed pupil plane and leads to a contrast degradation in the final image plane. The response of ACAD-OSM to this effect is studied with the APLC design where the Lyot stop is decentered by a 0.2%D ap with respect to the optical axis. The effect of this misalignment are shown in Figure 8 (right). The correction is first made with a perfectly aligned system (black solid line) then a misalignment of the Lyot is introduced, degrading the contrast (dashed red line). Starting the correction from the initial state (flat DMs) with this Lyot misalignment, the results obtained (red solid curve) shows that ACAD-OSM can partially compensate for the loss in contrast. We show the effects of Lyot stop misalignment on the DM shapes and final DH in Figure 9 (right). We see quickly that this effect (on the left on the DMs) is clearly the most difficult feature to correct by the DMs. 
PHASE ERRORS
We test the capabilities of this technique in the presence of both aperture discontinuities and realistic phase errors with for example low order aberrations caused by segments misalignments (Sec. 5.1) or with higher order caused by optical aberrations (Sec. 5.2).
Influence of small phase errors due to segment misalignments
All the examples so far have assumed a perfect cophasing of all the segments and the aperture does not include phase aberrations. We here show that a small amount of phase due to imperfect alignment of the segments in piston (10 nm peak-to-valley) and tip-tilt (10 nm peak-to-valley) does not limit our method. Figure 10 (left) shows a DH with our setup, in the presence of phase errors due to segment misalignments, after the correction with ACAD-OSM. The contrast and throughput (not shown here) are almost identical with these small phase aberrations and in the absence of aberrations.
Influence of high-order spatial frequency phase errors
Since ACAD-OSM uses the focal plane contrast to drive the correction, it addresses aperture discontinuity effects in the focal plane exactly like the effects of continuous phase or amplitude apertures. However, one can wonder if the correction can be limited in the presence of important phase aberrations creating speckles, that can partially masks the effect of the aperture discontinuities. To study this phenomenon, we introduce a large (60 nm) phase error in the entrance pupil plane with the E-ELT aperture and attempt to correct for both this phase and the aperture discontinuities simultaneously. The phase error has an amplitude of 60 nm RMS, with a power spectral density law of f −3 , where f denotes the spatial frequency. The results in contrast are shown with a yellow curve in Fig. 8 (left) . It shows no significant difference with the case of the E-ELT aperture wihtout phase. We also observe similar throughput levels (not shown here).
APPLICATION TO THE LUVOIR APERTURE
In this section, we present the result obtained on the current LUVOIR aperture. We show the DM shapes and the obtained 1-20 λ 0 /D ap DH in Fig. 10 (right) . We used a Charge 6 PAVC coronagraph, N act = 64, IAP = 0. 
CONCLUSION
In this proceeding, we presented the active correction of aperture discontinuities -optimized stroke minimization, ACAD-OSM, a new active method to correct for the discontinuities in the aperture. This method uses an adaptive interaction matrix to control two deformable mirrors. In the first part, we described the algorithm and its superiority over previous active methods. 8 We have illustrated its capabilities with some specific cases (WFIRST, E-ELT, SCDA aperture and LUVOIR). As the main results of this proceeding, (1) the ACAD-OSM method applies to any coronagraph or aperture and reaches the symbolic 10 −10 exo-Earth contrast level with a 10% bandwidth and existing DM configurations; (2) this active technique handles -without any revision to the algorithm -changing or unknown optical aberrations or discontinuities in the pupil, including optical design misalignments, missing segments and phase errors. The experimental validation of this technique should soon take place on the High-Contrast Imager for Complex Aperture Telescopes (HiCAT) optical test bench 33 located at the Space Telescope Science Institute.
We conclude that a static optical design (apodization or static mirrors) alone is not the preferable approach to compensate for aperture discontinuities. We instead advocate for an active technique with two-DM correction, due to its adaptability to evolving or unknown optical design, such as coronagraph optic misalignments or static phase errors. However, we acknowledge that the current generation of DMs does not offer enough degrees of freedom to correct by itself for all the features of a complex aperture. In particular, the correction of the central obscuration with DMs only, is for the moment out of reach since it involves very large strokes. A solution combining the advantages of both methods (static and active correction) should be pursued for future coronagraphic instruments.
